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General Gioconda:

The Defense Nuclear Facilities Safety Board (Board) continues to follow emergency
esponse and recovery in response to the Cerro Grande fire at the'Los Alamos National
Laboratory (LANL). During most of the declared emergency, as LANL and Department of
Energy (DOE) personnel worked intensely to control the fires and maintain the laboratory's
facilities in a safe condition, the Board monitored progress from the Albuquerque and DOEHetldquarters Emergency Operations Centers and by communications from the field. As the
·..tuation stabilized and facility recovery and resumption planning began, two members of the
8oelrd's staff were dispatched to Los Alamos to better understand the condition of the facilities
mel plans to resume operations. The enclosed report summarizes the staffs observations.
The defense nuclear facilities at LANL incurred little or no damage, in part because of
the implementation of pre-existing controls to mitigate the effects of wildfires. In particular, the
,;lenring of underbrush appears to have been quite effective. Most notable during the fire were
me outstanding efforts of the firefighters who courageously fought the fires, and of the
taboratory personnel who maintained their positions at the Emergency Operations Center
ctirecting operations while the fire raged around them.
LANL, while still under a general"emergency to better control activities at the laboratory,

Iuls developed procedures for recovering the facilities and resuming programmatic operations.
The procedures include safety reconnaissaQce, condition assessment, facility recovery planning,
and planning for a return to programmatic work.
.
The Board's staff noted that planning procedures are generally thorough, in'volve
llppropriate review by DOE, and are expected to pennitoperations to resume safely and
efficiently. Full implementation of the procedures is needed, as well as continual attention to the
potential for overlooking problems caused by the fire, firefighting, or other causes. While this
imperative is apparent to emergency response and facility recovery personnel, all LANL
employees and subcontractors need to understand it as well.
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'irigadier General Thomas F. Gioconda

In its observations of the responses of DOE and its contractors to the Cerro Grande fire,
rhe Board's staff noted exceptionally high worker morale and a commendable·level of
~Irofessionalism,competence, and commitment to safety.
Sincerely,
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"ir. Mark B. Whitaker, Jr.
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May 23, 2000
~EMORANDUM FOR:

J. K. Fortenberry, Technical Director

I: OPIES:

Board Members

~

A. Jordan
D. Thompson'

ROM:

"lJBJECT:

Recovery of Los Alamos National Laboratory from Cerro Grande
Fire

This report describes recovery plans of the Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL)
.IIUowing the Cerro Grande fire. It also provides comments on the response to the emergency by·'
'he Department of Energy (DoE) and LANL. This report is based on observations by Defense
~uclear Facilities Safety Board (Board) staff members J. Blackman at the Albuquerque
t.mergency Operations Center (EOC) and A. Jordan at the DOE-Headquarters EOC during the
:.leriod May 8-15, 2000. The discussion of recovery plans is based on on-site observations by
~, Jordan and D. Thompson during May 19-20, 2000.

Introduction. The Cerro Grande fire began on May 4, 2000, at the Bandelier National
\t1onument southwest ofLANL. On May 7,2000, at 6:47 p.m., LANL declared an emergency in
'elponse to the fire. Approximately 50,000 acres was eventually burned, and about 270
;twellings housing more than 400 family units were destroyed. A portion of the 43 square miles
i)( the laboratory received some fire damage. Some temporary structures, such as trailers, were
liestroyed. However, no significant damage has been identified at any defense nuclear facility.
In some places at LANL, clearing of underbrush as an ongoing program mitigated fire damage.
During the emergency response, line manager:nent responsibilities shifted from the normal
IIlrg'JIlizational structure to the emergency management team headed by the Emergency· Director
Deputy Director, LANL).
.

I

Lessons-learned assessments concerning emergency response are under way by both
DOE and LANL. The Board's staff notes that it would have been quite useful to have better
maps at both the Albuquerque and DOE-Headquarters EOCs. ·Particularly useful would have
~n the "Fire Progression History" map that was prepared at the Incident Command Center and
Initially was not available even at the LANL EOC.
For the most part, the comments below address the facility and program recovery process
designed to ensure that any damage is appropriately assessed and repaired, and that resumption
of operations occurs safely.
'

Resumption of Facility Activities. A decision was made by the Emergency Director to
mplement recovery activities in two phases: preparation for facility recovery and reoccupation,
md resumption of programmatic operations. In cases in which the facility and programmatic
ilCtivities are closely linked, such as the Technical Area-55 Plutonium Facility, preparation for
resumption of programmatic operations is being integrated with the final steps of facility
'ecovery.

Facility Recovery and Reoccupation-"To initiate planning for facility recovery, the
Emergency Director established the FaCility Recovery Center. The Center is headed by the
I-'acility Recovery Manager, who is normally the deputy director of the Facility and Waste
Operations Division. All 18 Facility Managers are members of the Facility Recovery Center,
"",pported by appropriate staff members. DOE also assigned personnel to support this effort.
The facility recovery planning process includes prioritizing the order of facility recovery,
.onducting safety reconnaissance, performing condition assessments, developing facility
recovery plans, completing recovery operations, and determining facility readiness for
I'eoccupancy. Specific high-level procedures have been prepared by the Facility Recovery
(~enter for each step leading to facility reoccupancy. It should be noted that facility reoccupancy
,joe:; not mean resumption of operations. The Board's staff reviewed facility recovery planning
I'ctivities, including the associated procedures.
Safety reconnaissance consists of an initial entry into a facility or group of facilities to
l.ooduct a visual assessment of any obvious safety hazards resulting from fire, fire fighting
IlICtivities, or other causes. It addresses utilities; industrial hazards; and observable damage to
~trUctures, systems, and components.
A condition assessment is an entry or series of entries conduc~ed to assess the overall
l:oodition of a facility and the operation of its systems. A condition assessment may require
~ting a system so that the functionality of system components can be assessed.
A facility recovery plan describes the process of restoring a facility to a condition in
which it (I) meets appropriate requirements, including, as applicable, authorization basis
requirements; and (2) makes the Jacility ready to support programmatic activities. The plan does
oot describe or authorize the resumption of programmatic activities that are to be conducted
Nithin the facility.
.
For Hazard Category 2 and 3 nuclear facilities,.radiological facilities, and moderate and
n.i.&h-hazard non-nucleax: facilities, both the Facility Recovery Manager and a DOE Facility
Representative must approve the facility recovery plans and the recovery report documenting
Implementation of the plans. At least seven DOE individuals were brought in from other sites to
assist in this process. Upon approval of the recovery report, the Facility Recovery Manager will "
o:ieclare the facility ready for reoccupation and will issue a declaration-of-readiness
lnemorandum.
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At a high level, the procedures for perfonnance of these actions appear to be well'nought-out and comprehensive. However, the Board's staff has some reservations concerning
(he level of detail called for in these procedures. These reservations relate to examination of
. ritical electrical and electronic systems to detennine the extent of smoke damage which will not
....: evident under visual scrutiny alone.

Resumption ojProgrammatic Operations-0nce the emergency has been tenninated,
I ine management responsibilities revert to the nonnal organizational structure. Line
Management will then bear responsibility for planning for resumption of programmatic
i.perations. For most defense nuclear facilities, this activity is expected to be completed within
lhe next week. The Board's staff has reviewed the procedure Programmatic Operations
R~covery Following the Cerro Grande Fire Emergency, and concludes that it is adequate for a
·.are return to nonnal programmatic operations.
General Comments. In general, work in all three EOCs (Headquarters, Albuquerque,
itnd LANL) and in the Facility Recovery Center has proceeded in a professional, disciplined, and
Ilf'dcrly manner. At LANL, work products have been expeditiously prepared and distributed and
Internal communications were clear and concise. Workers' morale has been exceptionally high,
..nd their enthusiasm in the face of the impact of the fire on their community and work site is
,'llmmendable.
As has been noted by DOE and LANL, actions need to be taken expeditiously to mitigate
'he effects of erosion and flooding resulting from the loss of vegetation. Action plans are being
,ieveloped by a Burned Area Emergency Rehabilitation Team (directed by the U.S. Forest
';crvice) and by an internal LANL team.
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